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Upcoming Dates
April

May
rd

Tuesday 23
Thursday 25th

School Resumes
ANZAC Day

Wednesday 22nd
Tuesday 28th
Wednesday 29th

House Athletics (Yrs. 3 to 6)
Starlab Incursion Year 5/6
Foundation Zoo Excursion
Foundation 2020 Information Night
7:00 to 8:00pm
Mother’s Day Stall
School Photos
NAPLAN fortnight commences
Year1 & 2 Healesville Excursion
Council Waste Incursion Years 3/4
District Cross Country

June

Education Week Open Night
Subway Lunch
Japanese Day

May
Friday 3rd
Monday 6th
Tuesday 7th
Wednesday 8th
Thursday 9th
Monday 13th
Tuesday 14th
Wednesday 15th
Monday 20th

Wednesday 5th
Monday 10th
Friday 21st
Monday 24th

Wednesday 26th
Friday 28th

Foundation 2020 Meet and Greet
9:15 to 10:15am
Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday
Student Free Day
Subway Lunch
Parent Teacher Interviews
3:45 to 8:00pm
Parent Teacher Interviews
3:45 to 5:00pm
End of Term 2 – 2:30pm Dismissal

Principal’s Report
Last week I was privileged to have the opportunity to join our Year 6
students during their week long Canberra camp. The way they represented
our school was outstanding, as too was the manner in which they
approached the activities presented each day.
It was a busy week, with trips to the Australian Institute of Sport,
Parliament House, the Australian War Memorial and Questacon some of the
many highlights. Many of the activities complemented the Democracy unit
studied in class, while also touching on Science, Technology and Australian
History.
I have no doubt our students returned with many fond memories and
stories to share with family and friends. I am sure we will hear about their
adventures in upcoming assemblies and newsletters.
I would like to acknowledge Miss Marshall, Mr Coffin and Mrs Beach for
attending the camp and supporting our students
House Athletics- Friday 3 May
Earlier this week you would have received information regarding the upcoming House Athletics for students in Years
3 to 6. While there is a competitive element to the day, the main emphasis is on participation and experiencing the
different track and field events. Please make sure you have completed the walking permission from earlier in the
year as our students will be walking to and from Town Park in Croydon.
Holiday Works
We will continue our periodical upgrading of classrooms and furniture in the upcoming holidays. Over the past few
years a number of year levels have received new furniture and carpet. In the April holidays new carpet will be
installed in the Year 3 and 4 area and also the office.

2019 Attitudes to School Survey
The Attitudes to School Survey is an annual student survey offered by the Department of Education and Training. The
survey assists schools in gaining an understanding of students' perceptions and experience of school.
This year the Attitudes to School Survey will be administered in May to students in Years 4 to 6. The survey takes
approximately 30 minutes to complete and occurs during class time.
Mr McDonald
As many of you may know, Mr McDonald is getting married in the upcoming holidays. I am sure you join with me in
wishing Lachy and Em all the very best for their special day.
Family and Friends
Our school is looking colourful at the moment with many great entries to our Easter Colouring Competition.
Congratulations to all students who entered. Mrs Wintle, our Art specialist teacher had the difficult job of selecting
our winners.
Foundation: Blessing
Year 1: Jacelle
Year 2: Kayla
Year 3: Charlie

Year 4: William Q
Year 5: Dylan
Year 6: Isabella

Thank you to all our families who supported this year’s Easter
raffle. We appreciate the many donations we received and also
the willingness of families to purchase and sell tickets. Our
Family and Friends also spent many hours preparing the prizes
and we raised $1724.86. These funds will go towards our new
outdoor stage/learning space currently being designed by the architects.
End of Term
A reminder that Term One concludes on Friday 5th April. The term has passed quickly, and has been hugely successful
with a number of school events held. I continue to be impressed with how settled our students are and the learning
that occurs in our classrooms is something we should all celebrate. It wouldn’t be possible without the dedication of
staff, the engagement of students and the support of our parents.
I wish you all a safe holiday and look forward to welcoming everyone back to school on Tuesday 23rd April.

Andrew Moore
Principal

Foundation News
It is hard to believe the first term holidays are upon us and there is no doubt our Foundation students have had a
productive start to their year. Upon reflection, they have established new friendships with their peers, teachers and
Year 6 buddies. Our students are now able to follow class routines and they understand school rules to ensure the
safety of others. I would like to take this opportunity to thank our Foundation teachers who diligently supervised the
Foundation students each day during recess and lunch outdoor breaks during their first month at school. There is no
doubt this extra support enabled the children to make a smooth and seamless transition into school.
We are delighted with the progress our students have made in Reading this term. In fact, most of our students have
mastered reading their first 12 high frequency words automatically. There has also been a significant improvement in
their knowledge of the names and sounds associated with alphabetical letters. Our students now actively articulate
and sound out words as they attempt to record their ideas while writing. They all love having their special time on

the Author’s Chair where they have an opportunity to share their writing and receive feedback from their teacher
and peers. We are very proud of our students because they are eager to engage in independent reading. They are
now beginning to read simple repetitive texts, which is amazing considering the short time they have been at school.
Over the past two weeks in Mathematics, we have been counting collections of objects using one to one
correspondence. We have represented the numbers to 20 and have used concrete materials and ten frames to
represent and record numbers. This week we introduced 2D shapes and the children loved rotating and sliding the
shapes to create simple shape pictures. We have discussed the characteristics of shapes such as triangles, hexagons,
rectangles, pentagons, squares and semi circles to name just a few.
In Science, we have concluded our unit related to weather. This
week our students compared and discussed the seasons and the
type of clothing that would be suitable for different weather
conditions. Our students have watched weather reports and
have studied clouds and created a collage to represent cloudy or
overcast conditions. They are now recording daily weather
conditions in the morning and afternoon to develop an
awareness that weather conditions can vary throughout the day.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our Foundation families
for their support throughout the transition process. We hope you have a
safe and fun filled Easter holiday and we looking forward to working with
our Foundation students next term.

Junior School
Year 1
Well done to all the students that worked hard on their History posters at home and presented them in class. They
look wonderful displayed at school for us all to enjoy.
In Literacy, Year 1 have concluded their work on narratives. We have had some great ideas for stories and have been
working hard to learn how to structure them to make sense. A big focus has been on rereading our work and editing
it to fix up mistakes and improve it by adding extra details. Try
and keep it going in the holidays and see if you can write a story
to entertain your family.
In Maths we have been learning about time. We`ve looked at the
important features of analogue and digital clocks, identified clock
times for familiar events and recorded time in different ways.
We also estimated how long it takes us to complete certain tasks
and then checked our answers. It`s harder than we
thought!

Year 2
In Year 2 we have been focussing on the word ‘EMPATHY’. We have been watching a range of ClassDojo videos that
have explained that sometimes we can get stuck in a ‘maze of emotion’ that makes us forget about other people’s
feelings. We have been having lots of discussions about how we can escape the maze and show empathy to the
people around us. Students were using this quote to remind them of ways to show empathy. ‘Before you speak,
think and be smart, it’s hard to fix a wrinkled heart.’

In Reading, we have been focussing on fluency. Students have been reading
aloud with a partner. They have been helping each other read at a good pace,
pause at the punctuation marks and use expression when they notice quotations
marks. In Writing, students are feeling more confident in coming up with ideas to
write about, relying less on teacher input and more on using their Writer’s
Notebooks. Students have further been developing their sentence fluency and
are excited by the text genre of information texts that we have coming up in
Term 2.
Over the last three weeks the Year 2 students have been focussing on Place
Value in Maths. Students have enjoyed using MAB blocks and abacuses to make
numbers and expand these numbers on numeral expanders. Last week we had a
go at rounding numbers to the nearest 10 using number lines and hundreds
charts to help us. The students persisted and used an excellent ‘Growth Mindset’
in this area as it was a tricky one.

Middle School
Year 3
During Reading, students have been reading a range of text genres, exploring the structure and how it affects the
reader. Students have been answering questions and using evidence from the text to support their answers. We
have been conducting individual reading conferences and students are working hard to achieve their learning goals.
Students are continuing to write persuasive texts using a clear text structure, paragraphs and persuasive devices
such as, emotive language, rhetorical questions and personal pronouns. Students choose their own persuasive topics
and try to persuade the class during Author’s Chair. Students are enjoying this topic and are working hard to
persuade their audience.
During Mathematics, students have been learning to read clocks in digital and analogue time using the language
quarter past, quarter to and half past. We have been comparing the duration of time as well as converting units of
time. Learning to tell the time is a lifelong skill and should be practiced daily, both at school and at home.
Last Thursday the Year 3 and 5 students participated in a Coordinated Practice NAPLAN test along with a majority of
schools in Australia. Students explored how to use the online NAPLAN system, as well as how to answer questions
and use their time effectively. If you have any questions regarding NAPLAN please contact your child’s teacher.
Year 4
In Reading, students further developed their understanding of characters in fictional texts. They explored different
character connections and how characters change throughout a text. We are beginning to look at different
characters’ perspectives and the difference between story plot and theme.
We are continuing to explore narratives, focusing on editing and revising. Students learnt the acronyms COPS and
ARMS to help them identify areas of improvement within their writing. We investigated a range of published writing
pieces that contained different spelling and grammatical errors that students were required to revise and edit.
Students undertook a data project which involved conducting a survey, creating graphs and interpreting results.
Students enjoyed the open-ended ice cream shop task where they were able to draw and develop their graphs using
Microsoft Excel.

Senior School
Curriculum
Year 5
In Writing, Year 5 students are continuing to develop their persuasive writing skills. We have been working on
persuasive language and devices including modality words and emotive language. Students have written persuasive
pieces, decided on the audience they would like to persuade and included convincing arguments. Reading lessons
have also had a persuasive focus, with students naming and identifying persuasive devices within texts.
In Numeracy, students are exploring the concepts of area and perimeter. They have been calculating the area and
perimeter of objects such as pencil cases as well as larger areas such as the football oval and the size of our school.
Students are investigating the formal algorithm for these.
We have begun our STEM investigations focusing on earth and space. Students will be researching the planets in our
Solar System and presenting their findings to their classmates. Our Digital Technologies lessons continue to focus on
online safety with our students working towards acquiring their Digital Licences.
Our Integrated Studies unit on ‘Community’ concluded with Harmony Day where our students investigated Hong
Kong and Singapore, their flags, histories and what it means to belong.
Year 6
In Literacy, the Year 6 students are finalising their persuasive pieces on whether single use plastic straws should be
banned or not. They have demonstrated the ability to use a range of persuasive devices in their writing in order to
influence their reader’s opinions. In Reading, students have examined the structure of persuasive texts and practised
using the strategy of ‘determining importance’ with their own Just Right texts.
In Mathematics, 6C and 6M are revising prime, composite, square and triangular numbers as well as the four
operations in order to prepare for next term’s Maths topics.
Canberra Tour 2019
On Monday 25th of March we went to Canberra for our Year 6 Camp. In the morning we were a bit nervous about
being away from home, but our fears passed pretty quickly as we were on the road to one of the most memorable
trips of our lives. The highlights were Parliament House, Questacon, A.I.S, the Royal Australian Mint, the Australian
War Memorial, Telstra Tower and the High Court.
One of the reasons we enjoyed Parliament House is because we got to see the Senate and House of Representative
rooms which we’ve been learning about in our Democracy unit. At the end of our time in Parliament House, we got
to do a mini role play about turning a bill into an act of law in the House of Representatives.
We had the best time in Canberra and learnt so much. We made many memories and will never forget this trip!
By Miriam and Maddy
5/6 Round Robin Day
On Friday 22nd of March the Year 5 and 6 students attended the round robin
sports tournament. The four sports that we played were softball, t-ball,
cricket and rounders. These sports were all in different locations except for
cricket and softball, both at Dorset Reserve. T-ball was played at Montrose
Reserve while rounders was played at Yarra Hills. There were two teams for
cricket and two teams for softball. When the rounders team arrived at Yarra
Hills’ Mooroolbark Campus, everybody started training for the matches

ahead of them. All of the teams had a good day with the cricket and boys softball teams making it to finals.
It was tiring for all the schools but at the end of the day, everyone had a really fun time playing against one another.
Everyone at Ruskin Park displayed great sportsmanship and the teachers were really impressed. It was such a hot day
that we were surprised with icy poles when we got back to school. What a way to end the day!
By Liam, Brianna and Samuel
Transition
Norwood Visit:
This week our Year 5 and 6 students had a visit from Norwood Secondary College where some ex-Ruskin Park
students explained what life is like in secondary school. They told us all about getting a locker, using your diary and
more excitingly, camp. They were able to answer lots of questions that our students might have had.
It is important to remember that May sees our Year 6 students putting in their placement forms for Year 7, 2020 so I
encourage all families to continue to visit the many upcoming open nights. If you have any questions please don’t
hesitate to contact us.

Numeracy at Ruskin Park
Who is the Tallest?
Find the tallest person in your family. Prove it! You’re not allowed to measure back to back! What materials did you
use? Could you prove it another way?
Peel the Apples
I was wondering how long the peel on an apple is. Can you work that out? What materials did you use to measure it?

OSHC NEWS
Welcome
We would like to welcome Baylin Grigg to OSHC. Baylin is currently studying his Certificate IV
in Youth Work and will be with us for placement on Wednesday and Friday afternoons.
Thank You
We would like to thank all the families and teachers for joining us for breakfast on Wednesday 3rd April. We were
delighted to share this experience with you and appreciate your support.
We hope you all have a safe holiday and an enjoyable Easter.
We look forward to seeing everyone in Term 2.
OSHC Educator team

These students have recently celebrated their birthdays
Joshua

Archie

Hughie

Ngun

Parker

Ruby

Trysten

Chloe

Hunter

Leah

Michael

Sarah

Austin

Holy

Nataniel

Brooklyn

Riley

Maggie

Sebastien

Mary

Brianna

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VISION
Every student at Ruskin Park Primary School can develop their natural curiosity
and imagination through new and engaging approaches to teaching and learning.
The encouragement of a positive attitude within a friendly community of learners
will promote success today, tomorrow and into the future.

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VALUES ARE
Building Friendship, Creativity, Honesty & Respect

Please be Sun Smart
To be sure, check the daily local sun protection times
on the free SunSmart app or widget. The SunSmart
app has been updated and now features 600
locations across Australia including live UV data from
12 major cities and a four-day forecast of sun
protection times and weather information, sourced
from the trusted Australian weather agency,
the Bureau of Meteorology. Visit
http://www.sunsmart.com.au/tools/interactivetools/free-sunsmart-app for more information.

